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This is a personal selection that I have made from our extensive 
stock.  Please do take a look at the website to choose from 
everything we have:  www.bat.wine 

How to order: 

www.bat.wine 
 

01572 759735 

Should you call, the phone will be answered by Emma, 
Ben, Matt or the answer machine; three out of four will 
make perfect sense and can offer expert guidance (not 
necessarily the same).  Please leave your name and 
number should you snag the answerphone. 

The post really has become a little tragic over the 
Christmas period.  Although we do supply an order 
form, if you would like to receive your wines for 
Christmas please fill it in, take a picture of it and send it 
back to us by email, text or WhatsApp. 

ben@batwine.uk 
07809828662 text or WhatsApp 

Come and see us.  It is best to check the diary page of 
our website, or call first, just to make sure someone is in. 

Bat and Bottle 
18d Oakham Enterprise Park 
Oakham 
Rutland.  LE15 7TU 
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Mixed cases 

Please feel free to mix your own cases, there is no minimum 
purchase.  The sizes of transit packaging available are 1,2,3,6 
and 12 bottle boxes, we also have magnum postal boxes.  Our 
packaging is sustainable, innovative and effective; the materials 
are largely UK recycled pulp, paper and card.   

However, if you select any of the following premixed cases, a 
card with my tasting notes will also be enclosed. 

Bemma’s christmas from £56.00 

BEM3 One bottle of each wine 3 bottles £56.00 

BEM6 Two bottles of each wine 6 bottles £110.00 

BEM12 Four bottles of each wine 12 bottles £205.00 
 

 Col Sandago. Brut Nature Prosecco Superiore  

 Favaro. Le Chiusure 2018 Erbaluce di Caluso 

 Cave de Donnas 2016 
 

Bemma is what our children call us.  Unbeknown to them, we 
are not the same person, in fact we like to think that we are 
different.  We completely agree about these three wines though, 
well, at least one of them!    
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Christmas in a box from £59.00 

CB3 One bottle of each wine 3 bottles £59.00 

CB6 Two bottles of each wine 6 bottles £115.00 
CB12 Four bottles of each wine 12 bottles £223.50 

 

 Majolini. Franciacorta Brut NV 

 Cantina di Marzo. Greco di Tufo 2018 

 Paolo Petrilli. Agramante 2015 
 

Perhaps not the most obvious, but these wines are absolute 
classics nonetheless: the ‘traditional method’ Franciacorta is a 
magnificent fulcrum holding delicate fruit and fine mineral 
freshness in perfect balance; the Greco is from one if the 
greatest vintages in living memory, and this wine is at that point 
where its bright youth is fading to reveal an elegant nuance, a 
genuinely unique, terroir influenced white; then the Agramante, 
a rare wine that can only be made when nature endorses it.  
Paolo strives for pure fruit and silky tannins, for my tastes this 
is one of the greatest red wines to come out of Puglia. 

Solid everyday wines from £59.00 

SEW6 Two bottles of each wine 6 bottles £59.00 
SEW12  Four bottles of each wine 12 bottles £113.00 

 

 Scolaris. Sauvignon Blanc 2018 

 Sampietrana. Primitivo 'Ambasciatori' 2018 

 Frentana. Montepulciano d’Abruzzo 'Frentano' 2018 
 

These are essential fuel for lifting the heart!  Nothing too 
precious, just wholesome, great drinking wines.  Scolaris 
handle their Sauvignon beautifully, dry, easy-drinking aromatic 
fruit; the Primitivo is so nostalgic, a great wine, and the 
Montepulciano is all puppyish-charm, plummy and joyous.  
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The true Adventurer from £124.50 

TTA6 One bottle of each wine 6 bottles £124.50 

TTA12  Two bottles of each wine 12 bottles £245.00 
 

 di Marzo. Anni Venti Metodo Classico Extra Brut 

 The English Winemaker. Mascot 2018 

 Bacchereto. Terre a Mano Sassocarlo 2016 

 Favaro. Freisa 'F2' 2017 

 Capodilista. La Montecchia. Raboso 'Forzaté' 2014 

 Camerlengo. 'Antelio' 2017 
 

This is a delightful case to confuse and amuse, the unifying 
strands are quality and individualism.  Perhaps a step too far for 
Malbec-Man, this selection is a reminder that the world of wine 
is an impossibly expanding universe.   

Ferrante’s Anni Venti celebrates a time when the Champenoise 
once bottled Neapolitan Greco as their own; the Mascot is Matt’s 
(also of Bat and Bottle and Abigail’s Vintage Bridal, a proper 
Renaissance man) triumph: a very natty, dry Muscat with a 
lovely texture, on its way to insider-legend status.  Rossella’s 
Sassocarlo is the full biodynamic, skin-contact, late-harvest old-
vine genius Trebbiano – extreme and magnificent.  Camillo has 
taken Freisa and put his own twist on it, F2 is part macération 
carbonique and part conventional winemaking, totally brilliant.  
The Forzatè has its own page devoted to it’s wayward character 
and Camerlengo’s Antelio is an Aglianico made from 
biodynamically farmed grapes, crafted into wine in a cave.  Tiny 
production, only 12.5% and it is packed with flavour.  A 
miraculous wine. 
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Scolaris. Sauvignon Blanc 2018  £10.80 

IWF302 Friuli, Collio 6 bottles £60.00 

Grape  Sauvignon Blanc 

A nostalgic style of Sauvignon where the cut glass flavours are 

honed back to reveal ripe lemon, lime, yellow pepper and 

gooseberry.  A very elegant, soft, fresh tasting dry white, so 
appealing and disturbingly easy drinking. 

Scolaris is an old name in the Collio, if a new one for us.  It came 

as little surprise that the Italians drink most of their production; 

there is nothing precious about this family business, they make 
great wine for drinking at incredible prices. 

Other wines from producer: 

 Scolaris. Schioppettino 2018  £15.90 
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Roccafiore. Fiordaliso 2019  £11.50 

IWU033 Umbria, Todi 6 bottles £63.80 

Grape Grechetto di Todi 

Lime, jasmine and summer flowers on the nose.  Lime, almond 

and white peach fruit flavours.  Piercing clarity, a quenching, 

mountain-fresh dry white. 

I have been on the lookout for another Grechetto for some time 

and Roccafiore happened to also have a multitude of other 

riches: the rosé is pale, dry and fresh as iced spring water; the 

Fiorfiore astonishing, the Montefalco polished and fine and the 
Sagrantino is actually lovely (something you really won’t hear 

me say about Sagrantino very often!) 

Other wines from Roccafiore 

 Fiorfiore 2018  £22.50 

 Rosato 2020  £11.50 

 Montefalco Rosso 2017  £18.75 

 Sagrantino di Montefalco 2016  £26.00  
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Cantina Frentana. Cococciola ‘Mulino’ 2019  £12.00 

IWA002 Abruzzo, Chieti 6 bottles £66.60 

Grape Cococciola 

A fantastically chilled wine, effortlessly zesty, white floral 

flavours in perfect balance.  Slight and enticing, delicious. 

The Mulino Pecorino is more tropical, the Bio restrained: their 
Rosé, Trebbiano and Montepulciano are all just brilliant value. 

Other wines from Cantina Frentana 

 Trebbiano ‘Frentano’ 2019  £9.00 

 Pecorino ‘Mulino’ 2019  £12.00 

 Pecorino ‘Bio’ 2019  £13.00 

 Rosé 'Costa dei Trabocchi' 2019 £9.00 

 Montepulciano ‘Frentano’ 2018 £9.00 
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Le Marie. Blanc de lissart 2019  £16.80 

IWP037 Piemonte, Barges 6 bottles £93.25 

Grape  Malvasia Moscato 

I love this wine.  Summer meadow on the nose with tangerine 

and elderflower, lovely and fresh.  A dry, genuinely aromatic 

wine with kiwi, jasmine and bright crystalline, fresh green-
grape flavours.  Bone dry and delicious, wonderful as an 

aperitivo or with Samosas, sashimi…   

The Arneis is a fleshier wine, richer and well suited to chicken 

dishes.  The Rouge is a brilliant and wild field blend.  The 
Nebbiolo is excellent and the Barbera lush and full. 

Other wines from Le Marie 

 Arneis ‘Sant Agostino’ 2019  £15.00 

 'Rouge de Lissart' 2018  £16.20 

 Nebbiolo Pinerolese 'Debarges' 2016 £16.80 

 Barbera Pinerolese 'Colombe' 2016 £19.50  
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Camillo Montori. Fonte Cupa Pecorino 2018  £15.00 

IWA006 Abruzzo, Controguerra 6 bottles £83.25 

Grape Pecorino 

An absolute classic - discreet, full, and mineral. Floral with 

peach and lime on the nose: intense, taut mineral fruit on the 

palate with a delightful depth of white peach and ripe herb 

backed with elegant spice. 

Montori is on fire!  Every wine they make is immaculate and 

authentic.  Their Trebbiano is like an uncorrupted Sancerre, the 

Montepulciano has ample spice and zip, and the Fonte Cupa 

edition has had no reason to change over the 25 years that we 
have imported it. 

Other wines from Camillo Montori 

 Trebbiano d’Abruzzo ‘Fonte Cupa’ 2018 £13.20 

 Montepulciano d’Abruzzo 2017 £11.40 

 Montepulciano ‘Fonte Cupa’ 2015 £18.90  
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Fondo Indizeno. Sanfilippo Bianco 2017  £16.20 

IWF209 Friuli, Colli Orientali 6 bottles £89.90 

Grapes Malvasia Istriana, Pinot Bianco and Ribolla Gialla 

This is a richly textured wine, no oak just spice, ripe apple and a 

touch of green pineapple and bitter lemon.  A fantastic 

expression of this tiny patch of vineyard. 

Christian Patat is a font to any number of vineous projects and 

this one is my favourite to date.  There are brilliant vineyards 

out there that have never yielded a significant wine, usually the 

grapes are sold to another producer, owners may have lost 
interest.  Christian had identified some extraordinary Colli 

Orientali sites and asked their owners if he could rent them – 

the result: a serious of unique and fantastic ‘butterfly’ wines. 

Other Fondo Indizeno wines: 

 Ribolla Gialla 2018  £16.20 

 Chardonnay 2017  £16.20 

 Sauvignon Blanc 2018  £16.20  
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Favaro. Erbaluce di Caluso ’13’ 2018  £23.10 

IWP012 Piemonte, Piverone 6 bottles £128.20 

Grape Erbaluce 

Silky fine texture, precise and focused apricot and jasmine 

flavours.  An extraordinary Erbaluce with a steely, mineral core 

interwoven with fleshy peach and ripe citrus fruit.  Simply put, 
this is a world class white wine. 

Camillo has an instinctive feel for winemaking, his Erbaluce is a 

benchmark, his rosé a joy and Freisa a revelation.  His Nebbiolo 

has more in common with Carema than other Alto Piemonte 
wines, it is perhaps a little darker and more-full bodied. 

Other wines from Favaro 

 Erbaluce ‘Le Chiusure’ 2018  £18.75 

 Rosato 'Rosacherosanonsei' 2019 £16.00 

 Freisa ‘F2’ 2017  £17.70 

 Nebbiolo Canavese ‘Ros’ 2017  £22.50  
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Le Sincette. Valtenese Chiaretto 2019  £18.00 

IPB001 Lombardia, Riviera del Garda 6 bottles £99.90 

Grapes Groppello, Marzemino, Barbera 

Chiaretto was once a deeply coloured rosé, no more though - 

contemporary tastes have squeezed the colour out of it leaving a 

pale, sunrise pink.  Sincette farm biodynamically and this wine 
is made more like a red than a rosé and the result is 

extraordinary.  On the nose this is all raspberry and lime, the 

flavours opens into wild strawberry, pear and bitter cherry, 

with elements of salt and wild herb - intriguing and refreshing.  
Perfect with a lighter meal; made for the Ottolenghi cookbook. 

Groppello has a nervy character, quite Pinot Noir like, the 

Biodinamico is gloriously supple, spicy and open. 

Other wine from Le Sincette 

 Groppello 2017  £19.25 

 Biodinamico 2019  £20.00 
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Paolo Petrilli. rosso 'Motta del Lupo' Cacc’e Mmitte 2018 £11.10 

IRG089 Puglia, Lucera 6 bottles £61.60 

Grapes Nero di Troia, Sangiovese, Montepulciano 

There was no Agramante made in 2018, so this was a great year 

for the Motta del Lupo!  Rich bramble and herb on the nose, 

cinnamon and powdered chocolate.  Red berry, tart cherry and 
strawberry with an undercurrent of liquorice and charred red 

peppers.  This is an incredibly versatile wine, try with bean and 

lentil salad, pasta and wild boar ragù or a decent box set. 

The rosé is bone dry, pale, beautiful, a magnificent aperitivo: the 
Troia is quite something, packed with vigorous dark fruit, the 

Agramante, wow! It remains one of my favourite wines. 

Other wines from Paolo Petrilli 

 Motta del Lupo Rosé 2019  £12.00 

 Motta del Lupo Nero di Troia 2019 £12.00 

 Agramante 2015  £18.90  
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Villa Giada. Barbera d’Asti ‘Suri’ 2018  £12.50 

IRP133 Piemonte, Canelli 6 bottles £69.40 

Grape Barbera 

For years we have joked that if you don’t like this, then there is 

little we can do for you… the 2018 underlines the truth behind 

this: it has glorious aromas of blueberry, violet, fennel and 
damson jam.  Immaculate ripe, full black cherry fruit, very easy 

and very floral, perhaps too easy and a little too dangerously 

enjoyable.  A great pizza wine, I like it with Leeson’s pork pies.   

The Mane has a lovely lift of oak, the fruit is perfect and this is 
the best vintage yet.  The 2015 Tre Ponti is a great Nebbiolo and 

the Nizza is drinking superbly – and don’t forget the Moscato! 

Some other wines from Villa Giada: 

 Villa Giada. Chardonnay ‘Mané’ 2018 £15.00 

 Villa Giada. Nebbiolo 'Tre Ponti' 2015 £17.85 

 Villa Giada. Nizza 'Dedicato' 2014 £33.00 

 Villa Giada. Moscato d’Asti Canelli 2018 £7.80 h  
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La Montecchia. Raboso 'Forzate' 2014  £12.90 

IRV133 Veneto, Colli Euganei 6 bottles £ 

Grape Raboso 

If you live on mature cheeses, game, cuore di tonno then this is 

the perfect everyday wine for you, it’s rich, savoury, with 

brambly fruit cast with iron and salt.  A brilliant oddball.  

This is a great line up, the Irenèo is a charming old skool 

Cabernet, Ca’ Emo always willing to please, Carménère darker, 

Piuchebello enchanting and the sweeties are glorious. 

Other wines from Conte Emo Capodilista: 

 La Montecchia 'Piuchebello' 2019 £13.25 

 La Montecchia 'Ca Emo' 2017  £13.50 

 La Montecchia Carménère 2013 £16.50 

 Conte Emo Capodilista. 'Irenèo' 2013 £27.00 

 'Fior D'Arancio' Spumante  £13.25 

 Passito 'Donna Daria' 2016  £26.70h  
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Sampietrana. Salice Salentino Riserva 'la Cupa' 2014 £12.90 

IRG083 Puglia, San Pietro 6 bottles £71.60 

Grapes Negro Amaro, Montepulciano (20%) 

This is benchmark Salice Salentino, deep damson and spiced 

plummy fruit, round and comforting as a warm fire on a cold 

evening. 

The Fiano and Negroamaro are great new-wave wines, 

contemporary classics.  The Squinzano harks to the glory days 

of the Salento, big, soft and generous.  The Primitivo is simply 

huge, the Rosato all crisp, bone dry strawberries and cream.  

Other wines from Sampietrana 

 Salento Fiano Biologico 2019  £11.40 

 Rosato 'Cinquantino' 2019  £10.80 

 Negroamaro Biologico 'Parnanio' 2019 £11.40 

 Gelso Squinzano Riserva 2016  £12.90 

 Primitivo 'Tre Filari' 2018  £18.30  
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Cantina di Marzo. Aglianico Irpinia 2017  £15.50 

IRC300 Campania, Tufo 6 bottles £86.00 

Grape Aglianico 

Rich, powerful black cherry and blueberry fruit, a touch of spice 

and liquorice. The tannins are mature and supple, this was an 

excellent vintage for Aglianico. 

The di Somma family are most famous for their Greco di Tufo, 

an Italian icon that (arguably) they created!  The 2018 Greco is 

an absolute classic.  Of the single vineyard wines:  Serrone is 

the unruly youth (the 2016 is maturing beautifully), Laure is the 
academic, measured and precise, while Ortale is the dreamer, a 

wine with an ethereal quality.   

Other wines from Cantina di Marzo 

 Greco di Tufo 2018  £16.50 

 Greco di Tufo Colle Serrone 2016 £18.90 

 Greco di Tufo Colle Laure 2017  £18.90 

 Greco di Tufo Colle Ortale 2017  £18.90  
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Demarie. Nebbiolo D'Alba 2017   £15.90 

IRP307 Piemonte, Roero 6 bottles £88.25 

Grape Nebbiolo 

This is great wine, a blueprint for Nebbiolo d’Alba, made from 

organically farmed vines (under conversion), fermented in 

concrete tanks and aged in large oak barrels.  The result is a 
masterclass in dark, muscular, bramble, raspberry and floral 

fruit.  Splash it in a decanter, this will put many a Barolo to 

shame. 

Demarie make a fine Roero Arneis and their Roero Riserva 2016 
is epic, using barrique to release luscious Nebbiolo flavours 

early.  Conversely the Barbaresco is 14 years old and a totally 

different, equally intent interpretation of the same grape. 

Other wines from Demarie: 

 Roero Arneis 2019  £14.40 

 Roero Riserva 2016  £23.75 

 Barbaresco Riserva 2006  £45.00  
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Zeni (Roberto). Teroldego di Rotaliano 'Lealbere' 2016 £18.00 

IRO017 Trento, Grumo 6 bottles £99.90 

Grape Teroldego 

2016 was a glorious year for Teroldego and this wine is pure 

velvet in a bottle: generous plum and damson fruit, ripe, sweet 

tannins with a lovely floral lift.  This is one for a fillet, perhaps 
even monkfish wrapped in prosciutto… 

The Zeni family do not need to export their wines as they are 

loved in Italy.  Their ‘traditional method’ Maso Nero Trento Brut 

spumante are especially popular, unsurprising really, the 
quality of all their wines is exemplary. 

Other wines from Zeni: 

 Trento Brut Rose 'Maso Nero' 2012 £30.00 

 Trento Brut Riserva 'Maso Nero' 2012 £30.00 

 Pinot Bianco 'Seipergole' 2015  £15.90  
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Caves de Donnas 2016  £19.50 

IRK001 Valle d’Aosta, Donnas 6 bottles £108.25 

Grapes Nebbiolo (mainly), Freisa, Neyret 

2016 was a great vintage for Donnas, the tannins have a lovely 

silky ripeness, the aromas are pronounced with attractive wild 

rose and even a touch of spice.  An elegant wine with crushed 
strawberry and bramble fruit, flint, bitter cherry and tense 

mineral flavours.  This is a wine with a genuine and strong 

character, it carries no excess weight, absolutely pitch perfect. 

The vineyards of Donnas are amongst the most extreme on 
earth, the Cave is not really a commercial concern, more a 

community of growers who make wine together, their numbers 

naturally dwindling from 61 to the current 55. 

Other wine from Cave de Donnas: 

 Cave de Donnas 2017  £20.00 
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Villa Guelpa. Sizzano 2017  £27.00 

IRP309 Alto Piemonte, Sizzano 6 bottles £149.85 

Grapes Nebbiolo, Vespolina 

Immaculate forward, ripe black cherry fruit, marked spice, 

probably thanks to the Vespolina making itself noticed.  Such a 

luscious wine, nuanced and rich, with sweet accessible tannins 
and whilst it is young, it’s a complete pleasure to drink and yet it 

promises to mature over a great many years.   

The Longitudine Nebbiolo is made from the younger vines, no 

oak, just supple juicy raspberry fruit, lifted by spice and rose.  
The Erbaluce is great with oysters, the citrus fruit is steely and 

saline, very dry and very lovely. 

Other wines from Villa Guelpa: 

 Erbaluce Longitudine 2018  £16.50 

 Nebbiolo Longitudine 2017  £17.70 
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Le Cinciole. Chianti Classico Riserva ‘Aluigi’ 2015 £29.40 

IRT218 Toscana, Panzano 6 bottles £163.00 

Grape Sangiovese 

A fantastic high-altitude, single vineyard Chianti Classico 

Riserva named after Valeria's father, Luigi.  Big open fruit, laced 

with cinnamon and almond, bright and crunchy, a single 
vineyard wine that is matured in one large botti. 

This was a magnificent vintage for this style of wine, an 

unashamedly rich Riserva.  Luca works with nature and this 

was what he was gifted, something that leans into the Brunello 
camp, an epic wine.  The Petresco is a magnificent, expansive 

interpretation of Sangiovese, the Chianti perfectly poised with 

great balance and restraint. 

Other wines from Le Cinciole: 

 Chianti Classico 2016  £19.80 

 Petresco 2015  £41.40  
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Antoniolo. Gattinara 2014  £36.00 

IRP304 Alto Piemonte, Gattinara 6 bottles £199.80 

Grape Nebbiolo 

2014 was a difficult vintage that resulted however in some 

excellent wines from Gattinara.  Yields were 50% down and the 

fruit made an extremely attractive, intricate, red berry laced 
Nebbiolo.  The tannins are ripe and rounded, with deep 

strawberry fruit in the fore, lifted by mint and rose, a stunning 

wine. 

Alberto also makes an immaculate fresh Erbaluce; the Juvenia 
is from the younger vines and what it lacks in concentration it 

makes up for in joyous fruit; the Castelle and Osso are single 

vineyard wines, both expressive and sublime. 

Other wines from Antoniolo 

 Erbaluce di Caluso 2017  £16.50 

 Coste della Sesia Nebbiolo 'Juvenia' 2016 £18.90 

 Gattinara 'Le Castelle' 2013  £47.10 

 Gattinara 'Osso San Grato' 2014 £66.00  
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Ca’ la Bionda. Amarone Classico 2013  £40.80 

IRV008 Veneto, Marano 6 bottles £226.50 

Grapes Corvina, Corvinone, Rondinella 

The cool summer of 2013 led into a warm Autumn, providing 

perfect conditions for Amarone, the ultimate ‘vino da 

meditazione’.  This is the perfect wine for putting the world to 
rights.  Lovely with nuts, figs, hard cheeses, even Christmas 

cake. 

The Castellani brothers Alessandro and Nicola push themselves 

mercilessly in their pursuit of excellence, every wine they make 
is a triumph. 

Some other wines from Ca’ La Bionda 

 Valpolicella Classico 2019  £15.25 

 Valpolicella Superiore ‘Casal Vegri’ 2016 £21.00 

 Valpolicella Superiore Ripasso 2015 £21.00 

 Amarone 'Ravazzol' 2013  £48.60 

 Recioto ‘Tordare’ 2012 (50cl)  £34.20 
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Col Sandago. Prosecco Superiore 'Vigna del Cuc’ 2019 £15.90 

ISV031 Veneto, Susegana 6 bottles £88.25 

Grape Glera 

Spring-water fresh, bone-dry delicate fruit: mineral pear and 

apple, wild honey and pink grapefruit.  The Vigna del Cuc 

continues to be a simple pleasure. 

Rive is a relatively new term in ‘Prosecco-land’, it is used to 

identify a great vineyard, in this case the long version is Rive di 

Susegana.  The Undici is full and decedent, the Brut Nature 

walks a tightrope and the Wildbacher rosé, the original pale 
rider. 

Other wines from Col Sandago (formerly Case Bianche) 

 ‘Cuvée’ Extra Dry  £12.90 

 Prosecco Rive Dry 'Undici' 2019 £17.75 

 Prosecco Rive Brut Nature 2018 £17.75 

 Wildbacher Brut Rose 2018  £17.70 
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Majolini. Franciacorta Brut NV  £25.00 

ISB001 Lombardia, Omé 6 bottles £138.75 

Grapes Chardonnay, Pinot Noir (10%) 

We have watched this wine grow and blossom, it has always 

been lovely, now it is glorious.  Floral, delicate citrus fruit shot 

through with dried pineapple and mango.  There is a sublime 
purity: tiny delicate bubbles, a touch of fresh mint and tropical 

fruit.  

Majolini’s Franciacorta are all traditional, ‘Champagne’ method 

wines, each is quite different: Satén is a lush, silky spumante; 
Pas Dosé is Extra Brut, the driest style: lean and powerful; Blanc 

de Noir is pure Pinot Noir, a rich and floral.  The Electo balances 

power and texture with elegance, a serious sparkling wine. 

Other wines from Majolini: 

 Franciacorta Brut Satén 'Ante Omnia' 2013 £29.70 

 Franciacorta Pas Dose 'Aligi Sassu' 2014 £29.75 

 Franciacorta Brut Blanc de Noir NV £31.00 

 Franciacorta Brut Millesimato 'Electo' 2011 £33.00  
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Faniel. Champagne Brut NV ‘Agapane’  £29.40 

FSC200 Champagne, Cormoyeux  6 bottles £163.00 

Grapes Pinot Meunier, Pinot Noir 

A fresh and floral Champagne with lime and dried apricot fruit, 

fresh herb, hazelnut and mineral flavours, a touch of wild 

honey, plum and pear. Lovely balance and maturity with an 
immaculate moose. 

The Agapane is the signature wine of Faniel, named from the 

Greek word: ‘agape’, which translates as ‘unconditional love’; a 

romantic name for a wonderful, fresh Champagne.  This is a 
very smart, small, family business making what is now 

fashionably called ‘grower-Champagnes’.  Mathieu’s 

Champagnes are considerably better than the prices suggest, 

they are the only non-Italian wines in our list. 

Other Champagne from Faniel: 

 Champagne Brut NV 'Oriane'  £31.20 

 Champagne Brut Nature NV  £35.00 
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Santa Vittoria. Valdichiana Vin Santo 2013  £21.00 

IYT001 Toscana, Arezzo 3 bottles £59.00 

Grapes Trebbiano, Malvasia, Grechetto 37.5cl 

Olorosso and nut on the nose, caramel, honey and toffee 

flavours run deep through this sweet, full wine. Delicious. 

Vin Santo is a historical wine, enjoyed on high days and 

holidays with nearest and dearest.  The exhaustive production 
process ensured that it was a wine made for love rather than 

commercial gain.  It is the ultimate small glass to accompany a 

slice of fruit cake. 

The Poggio al Tempio is a lovely, mature red from just outside 
the ‘Chianti-zone’.  The Leopoldo is a more spicy red, quite 

northern Rhône-like, made from the absurdly rare Pugnitello 

grape. 

Other wines from Santa Vittoria: 

 Poggio al Tempio 2016  £12.00 

 Leopoldo 2013  £16.50 
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Stefano Mancinelli. Lacrima Passito ‘Re Sole’ 2013 £31.00 

IYM004 Marche, Morro d’Alba 3 bottles £86.00 

Grape Lacrima  50cl 

Lacrima is a grape variety that is only found around the town of 

Morro d’Alba in the Marche, it has unusual and incredible 

aromatic flavours.  Stefano only makes this passito in the best 
years that can deliver this remarkable honeyed, deep damson 

and strawberry depths of fruit, lifted by Turkish delight and 

violet flavours.  You’ll never drink port again, this is just too 

lovely. 

Stefano is the master of Lacrima, his Superiore is the biggest, 

richest example, the Sensazioni is made like a Beaujolais where 

the rose water character is pronounced.  All are wonderful. 

Other wines from Stefano Mancinelli: 

 Verdicchio Classico Superiore 2019 £16.80 

 Lacrima di Morro d'Alba 2019  £17.70 

 Lacrima di Morro d'Alba Sensazioni 2019 £18.00 

 Lacrima di Morro d'Alba Superiore 2018 £22.00  
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Wine Club 

By joining our Wine Club you make it possible to liberate Italy of 

some exceptional and rare parcels of wine.   

Apart from the obvious pleasure of drinking these wines, our 

club supports maverick winemakers who are driven by their 

obsession, passion and dreams.  We salute these brave 

individuals that swim against a tide of standardisation;  their 
drive and respect for both history and terroir truly represents 

the soul of wine. 

Our Wine Club has 2 quarterly cases:  

Conspirators 

“Everyday eccentricities for the adventurous” 

Conspirator wines are excellent quality, ready to drink and a 

step or two off the well-trodden wine path.  They are superior 

everyday drinking, unique and rare wines, all made by 
extraordinary winemakers. 

Each case costs £159.  Conspirators contains 4 different wines, 3 

bottles of each, with producer and tasting notes, cellar 

information and serving suggestions. 

Vini Curiosity 

“Rare and Quixotic, wonderful wines to delight.” 

These are cutting edge, extreme wines with a real sense of 

terroir and history.  

The membership is strictly limited, simply because some of 
these wines are absurdly rare. 

Each case costs £159.  Vini Curiosity contains 6 different wines, 

1 bottle of each, with producer and tasting notes, cellar 

information and serving suggestions. 

If you have any questions, please do contact Emma or Ben, we 
would be delighted to tell you more about our club.  
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Delivery charges 

These charges apply to each delivery address. 

• FREE delivery to a single address for orders over £150 

• £5.70 per twelve bottle case. 

• £8.70 per address for one to eleven bottles. 

Exceptions. 

• Should you live in the Highlands or off mainland Britain 

you are most fortunate.  However, there may be a surcharge, 
please contact us in advance or simply place your order and 

we will make any adjustments and pass it back to you for 

approval before sending your wine. 

• If you would like an am or Saturday delivery, please contact 
us for a quote. 

Terms 

All our prices include duty and VAT (as at 1st November 2020) 

and may be subject to change without notice. 

We guarantee the quality of every wine on the list.  If you think 

there is a quality problem with any of the wines that you 
receive, please contact us to arrange a collection and a full 

refund. 

Please visit our website to see our full T&Cs. 
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